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FIG. 1: Schematic diagram for geometric rotation of state
vector around the eective magnetic eld. Since the state is
always perpendicular to the eld, there is no dynamical phase
accumulation during the evolution.
Eq. (1) ~!
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the Lamb-Dicke parameter, which accounts for the cou-
pling strength between internal and motional states. In
our geometric scheme, the CM phonon does not play role
in single bit operation, but it does virtually couple two
ions together, in implementing the two-bit logic gate.
One-Bit Rotation via Non-adiabatic A-A Phase. As
just mentioned, in single bit logic operation, we do not
need the CM-phonon-assisted dynamical ipping. This
can be the case under situations such as (i) at zero tem-









6= n! (n is an inte-
ger). In the absence of CM-phonon participation, Eq. (1)









































To show how rotation between logic states j0i and j1i
can be performed by geometric means, we rst consider





ji = ji, under appropriately designed laser
sequences. Specically, the state j+i, for instance, will
complete a cyclic evolution and acquire a non-adiabatic
A-A phase under the following operations: (i) Switch-
ing on a -pulse with laser phase  = 0, the state



















direction along curve ACB on the Bloch sphere,
see Fig. 1. (ii) Suddenly changing the laser phase to
 = , after another -pulse, the state j i rotates back










BDA on the Bloch sphere. According to the A-A phase
theory, after the above cyclic evolution, the state j+i
will acquire a geometric phase e
i







)]. Note that during the above
operation, the state vector is always being perpendicular
to the eective magnetic eld, thus no dynamical phase
is accumulated in the evolution. Similarly, the state j i
will acquire A-A phase e
 i
at the same time.








(j+i+ j i). After the above
operations, they evolve to states
j0i ! cosj0i+ sinj1i;
j1i ! cosj1i   sinj0i: (3)
We see here that the geometric A-A phase plays a role
of rotating the logic states. Particularly, if  = =2,
complete state ipping between j0i and j1i can take place.
Note also that the possible value of  ranges from 0 to
2, implying the ability of arbitrary rotation between j0i
and j1i.
The state evolution of the performed qubit described
by Eq. (3) is expressed in the rotating frame with fre-
quency !
L
, in which other free (not performed) qubits
would have relative phase accumulations in the non-




. Conventionally, a more conve-
nient choice is to express states in the interaction picture










frame with frequency !
0
around z-axis). Accordingly,

























,  is the total operation time on the
performed qubit.
Interestingly, the above state rotation (ipping) is per-
formed by non-resonant pulses via geometrical means.
Now we show that by resonant pulses, a pure phase
shift gate of single qubit can be geometrically real-
ized. In resonant case, the laser-frequency-associated
rotating frame coincides with the interaction picture
dened by H
0


























sin; 0g. We see that in the rotating frame the
eective magnetic eld constantly has zero z-axis com-
ponent for arbitrary laser phase , i.e., it lies in the x y
plane. To realize the single bit phase gate, we rst switch
on a -pulse with laser phase at certain value, say,  
0
.
The logic state j0i and j1i would rotate around the eec-








; 0g to j1i and j0i,
respectively. Then, suddenly changing the laser phase to

0
, after another -pulse, the logic states rotate around








; 0g, and re-
turn to the original states j0i and j1i. Associated with
this two step cyclic evolution, the logic states will respec-







3where ~ = 4
0
. With the help of this phase shift op-
eration, the additional phase factor in Eq. (4) can be
cancelled by properly choosing 
0
. More importantly,
together with this phase shift gate, the qubit state rota-
tion Eq. (4) constitutes a complete logic set for arbitrary
single qubit operation.
Two-Bit Gate via Non-adiabatic A-A Phase. To com-
plete the universal gate for quantum computation, non-
trivial two-bit gate such as the controlled NOT, or equiv-
alently, the conditional phase shift (CPS) gate, would be
required. Below we show how the CPS gate can be imple-
mented via geometric means. Consider two qubits (e.g.
































coupling between the two-bit states j00i and j11i can be
established via virtually exchanging CM phonons, and




































1i = j11i; j
~
2i = j00i; j
~
3i = j10i; j
~
4i =
j01ig are introduced for the two-bit computational basis
states. Up to the rst-order expansion of the Lamb-Dicke



















 is the one-
phonon involved Rabi frequency of single ion transition.
The four basis-state energies E
m
(m = 1;    ; 4) contain
also laser-photon-uctuation induced energy renormal-
izations (the ac Stark shifts), which are not explicitly














2ig, the two-bit Hamiltonian has a similar




























, and the two-bit Pauli matrices























2i. Note also that the Hamiltonian
(7) has been expressed in the rotating frame with re-
spect to 
z















). Simple comparison of





2i can be performed geometrically as in
the single bit case.
In the following, we show how the CPS gate, originally









































can be implemented geometrically. Here the vector















3. The two-bit ro-





























Since the arbitrary rotation and phase shift gate of sin-
gle qubit have been built up, the single bit operations
in Eq. (8) can be readily implemented via geometric
means by properly combining the single bit logic ele-
ments. Viewing the similarity between the two-bit re-
duced Hamiltonian (7) in the subspace fj00i; j11ig and
the single bit Hamiltonian (2), the two-bit rotation of
Eq. (9) can be straightforwardly implemented by the fol-
lowing procedures:







, performing cyclic evolution for the eigen-
states of 
y
by controlling the laser phases  similarly
as in the single bit case, one can geometrically rotate the









j00ih00j, this operation can



















where   is the geometric A-A phase determined by the
evolution contour of the two bit state vector, and ~!
D

is the representation-transform-induced phase accumula-
tion.
(ii) Tuning the laser frequencies in resonance with the
two ions [24], i.e., ~!
D










in the one-bit resonant case, the eective magnetic eld
corresponding to Eq. (7) now lies in the x y plane since
~!
D
= 0. By successively choosing two dierent values of
the laser phase , one can perform two  rotations on
states j11i and j00i around the eective magnetic eld,



















[cos j11i+ isin j00i] : (11)
Except the additional global phases, this equation is
identical to Eq. (9). Quite simply, the global phases in
Eq. (11) will not appear if we rst generate a phase shift
of e
i=4
for j00i (at the same time, e
 i=4
for j11i), by
geometric means as we just described, before the oper-





realized here, and the arbitrary one-bit
operations (rotation and phase shift) described in ear-
lier stage, the important CPS gate Eq. (8) can be readily
implemented, whose role is to transform j11i ! e
i
j11i,
and keep other computational basis states unchanged.
4Conclusion and Discussion. The proposed non-
adiabatic geometric QC scheme based on A-A phases is
expected to resolve several drawbacks of the adiabatic
schemes, namely, the slow evolution, need of refocusing
to eliminate the dynamical phases, and continuous con-
trol over many elds to construct non-trivial loops in the
parameter space. Since trapped-ions is one of the best
well-exploited systems for quantum computation, and
viewing the relatively simple atomic level conguration
in our scheme, as a rst step, we suggest to exploit it as
an interferometer for principle-proof of the non-adiabatic
geometric A-A phase discussed in this work. We believe
that the interference associated with the non-adiabatic
A-A phase can be immediately demonstrated by experi-
ment in ion-trap system.
As a possible QC architecture, the elementary op-
eration steps in the proposed non-adiabatic geomet-
ric scheme are comparable to its dynamic counterpart.
Specically, the time scale of one-bit geometric opera-
tion is almost the same as in the dynamic operation;
only a little more operations are needed in the two-bit
joint rotations. Concerning the possible fault-tolerance,
in adiabatic case, quantum logic is tolerant to certain
type of errors such as the eld uctuations that preserve
the loop area in parameter space, which determines the
Berry phase. Similarly, in non-adiabatic case, the A-A
phase is of error tolerance to any uctuations around the
state-evolving path that preserve the path loop area. In
principle, one can construct many possible deviations of
the driving eld that can preserve the state path loop
area. However, the most natural and possible errors ap-
pear to be random (but small) uctuations of the laser
phase, frequency, and coupling strength to the atomic
levels, which equivalently result in uctuations of the ef-
fective magnetic eld. The global A-A phase is expected
to be immune from this type of errors, and, at the same
time, the net dynamic phase accumulation is approxi-
mately zero due to the cancellation of the positive and
negative contributions.
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. In this case, the
ac Stark shift would reduce or enhance the atomic level
spacings, depending on whether the detuning between
the laser frequency and the level spacing is positive or
negative. As a result, for identical laser-atom coupling
strengths, the net eect of Stark shifts does not break
down the resonance condition, namely, E
1
 E
2
= !
L;1
+
!
L;2
.
